New year, tried-and-true principles...
Partnerships
At Electrocube, we build and maintain
lasting partnerships for you with shared
knowledge, a commitment to excellence
and our quirky personalities  yes, were
engineering nerds and proud of it. You
can link with us locally and globally. And,
2015 is no exception.
January kicks off trade show season.
You can find us coast to coast at four trade shows between now and May. First up, well
rub elbows with the members of the National Association of Music Merchants NAMM for
the second year. Planning to attend January 22-25 in Anaheim? Let us know if youd like
to meet at the event.
Electrocube Engineering Manager Tom is gearing up to test out instruments and share
some personal tips on how get the most out of guitar sound. Unable to attend NAMM?
Not a problem. Get Toms recommendations in his Guitar Tones Technical Bulletin and
hear the difference his wisdom makes on his Gibson Les Paul.
Excellence
As 2014 came to a close, were proud to report a 97% on-time delivery for all of your
orders and a WOW-worthy 99% of orders without any returns (RMAs)... and were ready
for more!
Digital continues to require more power so analog products remain in demand  complete
with design partners to meet existing and new requirements and specifications.

Look what you're a part of...
Valued partners: Our vast network of distributors share our passion for excellence!
Distributors like Galco, Industrial Electronics, Inc. For more than 30 years, they've shared our
commitment to quality and excellence as an authorized distributor of 1M+ parts! Specializing in
Industrial and Commercial Electrical and Electronic Control, Automation and Motion Products,
Repair and Engineering Services, Galco's continued dedication exemplifies these tried-andtrue principles to get the job done.
Coming soon: Look for our annual Parrills Picks  Clays forecast of what he sees ahead for

our industry.
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Founded in 1961, Electrocube specializes in custom designs and the manufacture of film capacitors,
RC Networks, EMI Filters and foil transformers for a wide range of applications in the aerospace, audio,
elevator, heavy equipment industries and more.

